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kreon purity in light allows you to 
create the conditions in which the 

beauty of architecture can surface.
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We want to welcome people into the world of kreon,
make them a part of it. We want to create a harmony
between comfort and functionality. That is what our new
collections consist of. Functional yet comfortable solutions.
We step away from classic designs. And we bring back
true, unique optics and lenses. Characterized by comfort,
connectivity, technology and architecture. Driven by
innovation, we try to surprise you and do the unpredictable.
To meet everyone’s personal needs. So everyone
can experience the world of kreon.

kreon    #worldofkreon
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kreon   novelties
belux

kreon aplis 60
page 5-8

kreon kagi
page 9-12

kreon inti
page 13-16

kreon stripe
page 17-20

belux kido
page 21-26
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kreon aplis 60 is a new range of round 
shaped recessed downlights with an 
aperture of 60mm.

Equipped with the newest high 
performance faceted reflector in a fixed 
downlight or wallwash luminaire they 
offer optimal efficiency and uniformity.

kreon    aplis 60

downlight FL downlight SP

downlight WFL wallwasher
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kreon    kagi

kagi means “key” in Japanese referring to 
the shape of a keyhole, which equals the 
shape of the profile, and mimics the key 
to a 3-dimensional world.  

kreon kagi is an innovative and extremely 
versatile profile system combining linear 
and accent lighting.

holon 40 holon 40 downlight

holon 40 wallwasher profile
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prologe 
40 deco

prologe 40 downlight prologe 40 wallwasher
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kreon    inti

kreon inti sets out to give the lighting
designer a tool to create different
atmospheres within the architecture using
one single downlight. 
Two opposing lighting effects are created 
in the same luminair: directional point 
illumination and diffuse illumination. 

kreon inti is a renewed choice for unity 
regardless of the dual function.

directional

downlight downlight
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kreon    stripe

kreon stripe 25 is a truly versatile 
semi-recessed ceiling and wall luminaire 
characterised by a compact form hosting 
a single or double deepset downlight or a 
single wallwasher.

 
kreon stripe 25 combines small rythmic 
pools of accent lighting with homogeneous 
wall washing light effects.

single

double wallwasher
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belux    kido

With the new belux kido family, belux has 
reached a new milestone in its product 
range of high-quality office and object 
lighting. 

The belux kido family reflects the typical 
stylistic idiom of the belux office range.

22

standing light, asymmetrical

pendant light (1500mm)

pendant light (1100mm)

table light, double head, symmetrical
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standing light double head, asymmetrical

table light, double head, asymmetrical
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kreon NV
Industrieweg Noord 1152
BE-3660 Oudsbergen
T +32 89 81 97 80
kreon.com
mailbox@kreon.com

General terms and conditions
kreon nv ’s general terms and conditions apply.
These can be accessed on kreon.com

General information
Even though kreon takes all the necessary care to ensure the correctness of the published 
information, it accepts no liability for the correctness and completeness of the contents 
thereof.
Images of products are by way of example only and may deviate from the original.
We reserve the right to make changes in dimension and construction.
The name kreon, all products shown as well as all photographs are protected by law and 
must not be used commercially without written permission by kreon NV, Oudsbergen, 
Belgium. Copying and reproducing this publication or parts of it is only allowed with 
written permission by kreon NV. The general terms and conditions of kreon NV apply for all 
orders.
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Become part of the #worldofkreon
facebook   kreon.lighting      facebook   beluxlight
Instagram   @kreon_lighting     Instagram   @belux_light
Linkedin   kreon
Pinterest   kreonlighting


